Fig. 1. The incremental test generation flow.
oriented engine permit to deterministically generate test patterns for the remaining uncovered hard-to-detect faults. Therefore, the test generation is guided by means of transition coverage (Li & Wong, 2002) and fault coverage (Abramovici, 1993) . In particular, 100% transition coverage is desired as a necessary condition for fault detection, while the bit coverage (Ferrandi et al., 1998a) functional fault model is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the generated test patterns by measuring the related fault coverage. This Chapter is organized as follow. Section 2 reports the state of art of CLP techniques applied for test generation. Section 3 describes the EFSM as the adopted computational and the strategies defined for generating a particular type of EFSM suited for test generation. Section 4 presents the functional ATPG engine that relies on learning, randomwalk/backjumping and constraint logic programming to deterministically generate test vectors for traversing all transition of the EFSM and activate the fault injected into the DUV. Section 5 describes the fault-oriented ATPG engine that exploits CLP techniques to propagate hard-to-detect faults activated but not observed to the outputs. Experimental results are presented in Section 6, and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
EFSM manipulation to exploit CLP based techniques
The EFSM model is a generalization of the classical FSM model that provides a compact representation of local data variables and preserve properties of the traditional state machine models. In the current work, a digital system is represented as a set of concurrent EFSMs, one for each process of the DUV. In this way, according to the following Definition 1, the main characteristics of state-oriented, activity-oriented and structure-oriented models are captured (Gajski et al., 1997) . In fact, the EFSM is composed of states and transitions, thus it is state-oriented, but each transition is extended with hardware description language (HDL) instructions that act on the DUV registers. In this sense, each transition represents a set of www.intechopen.com
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activities on data, thus, the EFSM is a data-oriented model too. Finally, concurrency is intended as the possibility that each EFSM of the same DUV changes its state concurrently to the other EFSMs to reflect the concurrent execution of the corresponding processes. Data communication between concurrent EFSMs is guaranteed by the presence of common signals. In this way, structured models can be represented. 
Definition 1 An EFSM is defined as a 5-tuple M=<S,I,O,D,T> where: S is a set of states, I is a set of input symbols, O is a set of output symbols, D is a n-dimensional linear space D 1 ×…×D n , T is a transition relation such that T:S×D×I→S×D×O. A generic point in D is described by a n-tuple x=(x 1 ,...,x n ) and models the values of the registers of the DUV. A pair <s,x>∈S×D is called configuration of M.
An operation on M is defined in this way: if M is in a configuration <s,x> and it receives an input i∈I, it moves to the configuration <t,y> iff ((s,x,i) , (t,y,o) )∈T for o∈O. The EFSM differs from the classical FSM, since each transition does not present only a label in the classical form (i) ⁄(o) , but it takes care of the register values too. Transitions are labelled with an enabling function e and an update function u defined as follows.
Definition 2 Given an EFSM M=<S,I,O,D,T>, s∈S, t∈T, i∈I, o∈O and the sets
X={x| ((s,x,i) , (t,y,o) ) ∈ T for y∈D} and Y = {y| ((s,x,i) , (t,y,o) ) ∈ T for x∈X}, the enabling and update functions are defined respectively as:
0.
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An update function u(x,i) can be applied to a configuration <s 1 ,x> if there is a transition t:s 1 → s 2 , labelled e⁄u, such that e(x,i)=1. In this case we say that t can be traversed by applying the input i. Figure 2 shows the state transition graph of a simple EFSM. Many EFSMs can be generated starting from the same HDL description of a DUV. However, despite from their functional equivalence, they can be more or less easy to be traversed. Easiness of traversal is a mandatory feature for a computational model used in CLP-based test pattern generation, and it is a desirable condition to activate and propagate faults. Stabilization of EFSMs improves the easiness of traversal (Lee & Yannakakis, 1992) , but it can lead to the state space explosion. Thus, in (Di Guglielmo et al., 2006a) , a set of theoretically-based automatic transformations has been proposed to generate a particular kind of semi-stabilized EFSM (S 2 EFSM). This particular kind of EFSM allows the ATPG to easily explore the state space of the corresponding DUV reducing the risk of state explosion. The S 2 EFSM presents the following characteristics:
• It is functionally and timing equivalent to the HDL description from which it is extracted, i.e., given an input sequence, the HDL description and the corresponding S 2 EFSM provide the same result at the same time.
•
The update functions contain only assignment statements. This implies that all the control information, needed by a CLP-based ATPG to traverse the DUV state space, resides in the enabling functions of the S 2 EFSM.
The S 2 EFSM is partially stabilized to reduce the state explosion problem that may arise when stabilization is performed to remove inconsistent transitions. Only transitions not leading to state explosion are stabilized. The S 2 EFSM is referred simply as EFSM in the following.
CLP-based technique for generating test sequences
The ATPG engine proposed in this Section relies on random and pseudo-deterministic simulation and CLP techniques to generate test sequences for traversing the system represented as a collection of EFSM. A two step approach, implementing respectively the random engine and the transition-oriented engine, is depicted in Figure 1 . First the DUV state space is explored by performing a simulation-based random-walk (Section 4.3). This allows to quickly fire easy-to-traverse (ETT) transitions and, consequently, to quickly cover easy-to-detect (ETD) faults. However, the majority of hard-to-traverse (HTT) transitions remain, generally, uncovered. Thus, the backjumping-based strategy is applied to cover the remaining HTT transitions by mean of transition-oriented ATPG (Section 4.4). Backjumping, also known as nonchronological backtracking, is a special kind of backtracking strategy which rollbacks from an unsuccessful situation directly to the cause of the failure. Thus, the engine deterministically backjumps to the source of failure when a transition, whose guard depends on previously set registers, cannot be traversed. Next it modifies the EFSM configuration to satisfy the condition on registers and successfully comes back to the target state to activate the transition. The transition-oriented engine generally allows achieving 100% transition coverage. However, 100% transition coverage does not guarantee to explore all DUV corner cases, thus some hard-to-detect (HTD) faults can escape detection preventing the achievement of 100% fault coverage. Therefore, the CLP-based fault-oriented engine, as described in Section 5, is finally applied to focus on the remaining HTD faults.
ATPG architecture
The EFSM model is specially suited to be used with CLP-based ATPGs that generate test sequences by deterministically activating the enabling functions of the transitions. According to this observation, in this section the functional ATPG framework depicted in Figure 3 is described. The framework is composed of two main modules: the DUVdependent component generator (DCG) and the run-time engine (RTE). Given an HDL functional description of the DUV, the DCG modules generates the statetransition-graph (STG) representations of the corresponding EFSMs (EFSM STG Generator), the faulty description of the DUV and the related fault list (Fault Injector), and the file containing the constraints involved in the EFSM enabling and updating functions (Constraint Generator). The constraint generation for transition-oriented CLP-based ATPG is described in Section 4.2 The RTE module is composed of the EFSM navigator, the CLP Interface, and the Simulation Engine. The RTE navigates the STG representation of the EFSM to generate test sequences. An external CLP solver (ECLiPSe) is used to generate values for primary inputs of the DUV which allow firing the enabling functions of transitions that the EFSM navigator wants to traverse. Then, the generated test sequences are provided to the Simulation Engine, and the behaviour of the fault-free and faulty DUVs is compared. Test sequences that highlight discrepancies between the primary outputs of the fault-free and faulty DUVs constitute the final test patterns.
Constraint generation for transition-oriented CLP-based ATPG
Starting from the in-memory representation of the DUV, the Constraint Generator automatically creates the CLP-constraint file to allow the RTE module to evaluate the enabling functions when the EFSM is navigated. For example, Figure 4 shows the constraint representation for ECLiPSe solver related to transitions of the EFSM of Figure 2 . 
Random-walk
During the random-walk phase, the ATPG randomly walks across the transitions of the EFSMs representing the DUV. Thus, ETT transitions are very likely traversed. Starting from a reset condition, the ATPG randomly selects a transition from each EFSM according to a scheduling policy. The EFSM-scheduling policy aims at maximizing the ATPG capability of exploring the whole state space. Then, it tries to satisfy the enabling function of each selected transition by exploiting the CLP solver invoked by providing it with the corresponding constraints. When it succeeds, the values for the primary inputs, provided by the solver, are used to generate a test vector. Finally, a simulation cycle is performed, by using the generated test vector, to update the internal registers of the DUV and to move to the destination state. Then, another transition is selected, and the cycle repeats. Each time a test vector is generated, the traversed transition is labelled with the test sequence number and the test vector number. A list of pairs of parametric length is saved for each transition. In this way, the backjumping mode can exploits such lists to quickly recover the prefix of a test sequence which allows the ATPG to move from the reset state to an already visited target state.
Backjumping
The ATPG automatically changes to the backjumping mode when the computation time assigned to the random-walk expires, or no coverage improvement is provided for long time. Thus, the transition-oriented ATPG works as represented in Figure 5 . Let us assume t is a not fired transition, out-going from state S t already visited during the random-walk phase. Let us also assume that the unsatisfiability of the enabling function of t depends on clauses involving a single register reg. If the unsatisfiability of t depends on more than one register, the backjumping procedure is repeated for each of them. Then extract an already visited transition t u from the set of transitions T u reg whose update function updates reg. Load the test sequence, previously generated during random-walk mode, to move from the reset state to S tu (source state of t u ). Thus, the ATPG backjumps from S t to S tu . Use the Dijkstra's shortest path search algorithm to provide a path π from S tu to S t starting with t u . Satisfy the enabling function of t u according to the constraints derived from the enabling function of t as follows. Let us suppose that e tu is the enabling function of t u and e t |reg tu is the part of the enabling function of t which involves the clauses depending on reg, where each occurrence of reg has been substituted with the right-side expression of the assignment that updates reg in the update function of t u . Invoking the CLP solver to satisfy the constraint e tu ∧e t |reg tu allows us to obtain a test vector which satisfies e tu and sets the value of reg in such a way that when simulation reaches transition t, following π, its enabling function will be correctly fired. The last observation may be false if there is a transition t' u ≠t u ≠t in π, such that t' u updates reg after t u did. In this case, the ATPG moves the problem from t u to t' u requiring a solution for e t'u ∧e t | reg t'u . Finally satisfy the enabling function of transitions included in π by iteratively applying the constraint solver to generate the corresponding test vectors. The test sequence obtained by joining s, to move from the reset state to S tu , and the test vectors generated to traverse π allows to fire t. 
CLP-based technique for generating propagation sequences
In this section the CLP solver is used to deterministically search for sequences that propagate the faults observed, but not detected by means of the previously presented random and transition-oriented engines. In particular, Section 5.1 presents the technique defined to model the EFSM in CLP, Section 5.2 describes the implemented CLP-based faultoriented ATPG engine, and Section 5.3 presents some optimization strategies defined to deal with the complexity typical of static techniques like CLP.
EFSM modelling by CLP
At first, the concept of time steps is introduced, required to model the EFSM evolution through time via CLP. Then, techniques are presented to model logical variables and constraints describing the enabling functions and update functions of the EFSM. Hardware description languages easily allow modelling the DUV time evolution by means of processes, implicit or explicit wait statements, sensitivity lists and events. On the contrary, CLP does not provide an explicit mechanism to model the time. To overcome this limitation, a logical variable N is introduced to represents the total number of time frames on which the EFSM can evolve. Figure 6 exemplifies the constraints required to model logical variables for states, transitions, and registers of the EFSM of Figure 2 . Moreover, in Figure 6 , the predicate bool(X,N) defines the boolean data type used to model states and transitions. It means that the logical variable X is an array of size N (for modelling of time), whose elements can assume the values included in the list Xlist, i.e., 0 or 1. In a similar way, the predicate int32(X,N) defines an arrays of N 32-bit integers used as data type to deal with primary inputs, primary outputs, and registers. The functional behaviour of the EFSM is represented by means of enabling functions and update functions labelling the transitions between states. Thus finally, a way for modelling such functions and their relation with states and transitions is proposed. In particular, two kinds of constraints have been defined to model the current state of the EFSM, and the relation between the enabling function and the corresponding update function. ,N), bool(B,N) , % transition bool(T0, N), bool(T1, N), bool(T2, N), bool(T3, N), bool(T4, N), bool(T5, N), % primary inputs, primary outputs, and registers int32(IN1, N), int32(REG, N), int32(OUT1, N), int32(OUT2, N) . 
% data types bool(X,N) :-dim(X,[N]),term_variables(X, Xlist

Current state modelling
Two constraints must be defined for each array of state variables to specify the current state of the EFSM. The first constraint specifies that, at each time step T, the T th element of an array S[], modelling a state S of the DUV, is true, if and only the T th element of one of the transition arrays corresponding to the transitions in-going in S is true. The second constraint specifies the dual situation, i.e., if the T th element of the transition array is true at time T, then the T th element of the array associated to the destination state of the corresponding transition must be true at time step T+1 (NEXT_T). For example, let us consider the EFSM of Figure 2 . The constraints in Figure 7 must be defined for specifying that the current state of the EFSM at time step T+1 is A , if and only if one of the transitions in-going in A has been fired at time T. Finally, a further constraint is introduced to explicitly force the system to be in a single state and transition at each time step. Thus, the T th element of arrays corresponding to states of the EFSM are put in xor each other as shown in Figure 8 . In fact, at a particular time step, only one transition of the EFSM can be traversed and, obviously, the EFSM can have only one state active. Designers implicitly include such a constraint, when they model the DUV by means of an HDL. However, the explicit presence of such a constraint, when the EFSM is provided to the CLP solver, allows the solver to immediately prune the solution space by ignoring configurations where more than one state variable is concurrently true, thus drastically reducing the number of backtracking steps.
A[NEXT_T] #= T0[T] xor T2[T] xor T3[T] xor T4[T], T0[T] xor T2[T] xor T3[T] xor T4[T] => A[NEXT_T].
A[T] xor B[T], T0[T] xor T1[T] xor T2[T] xor T3[T] xor T4[T] xor T5[T].
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Enabling and update function modelling
Firing a transition at time T implies that its enabling function is satisfied at time T, its update function is executed at time T, and the state of the EFSM at time T is the source of the transition. Thus, for example, if Ti is a transition out-going from state S, whose enabling function and update function are modelled, respectively, by the predicates EF and UF (described later), the constraints in Figure 9 are used to model Ti. [T] . However, registers and primary outputs, that do not require to be updated, are not assigned in the update function when a design is modelled by using an HDL. Indeed, they implicitly preserve their previous value. Unfortunately, the CLP solver assigns random values to variables that are not explicitly assigned. Thus, when an update function is modelled by means of constraints, it has to ensured that a constraint is explicitly added to preserve the value of signals, registers and primary outputs that do not require to be updated. According to the previous rules, for example, the transition t 4 in Figure 2 is modelled as depicted in Figure 10 . 
EF[T] and S[T] => Ti[T], Ti[T] => EF[T] and S[T], Ti[T] and (EF[T] and S[T]) => UF[T].
% Enabling function ( (REG[T] #=1) and B[T] ) => T4[T], T4[T] => ( (REG[T] #= 1 ) and B[T] ), % Update function (T4[T] and ( (REG[T] #= 1) and B[T] ) =>( ( REG[Next_T] #= REG[T]) and (OUT1[Next_T] #= IN1[T]*2) and (OUT2[Next_T] #= IN1[T])).
Fault-oriented CLP-based engine
The transition-oriented engine described in Section 4 pseudo-deterministically generates sequences for firing HTT transitions on EFSMs. In this way, the majority of faults are detected as a consequence of transition traversal, but some HTD faults can remain uncovered. On the contrary, the CLP-based fault-oriented engine exhaustively searches for test sequences targeting specific faults. It exploits the CLP-solver to explore the CLP-based representation of the DUV extracted from the EFSM model. The exhaustiveness, guaranteed by CLP, is paid in terms of execution time, but such an engine is applied to a small number of faults: those not detected neither by the random-based engine nor by the transitionoriented one. Let us consider a fault f that has not been detected yet by these engines. This may depends on two different reasons: 1. the ATPG has been unable to find an activation sequence, i.e., in the case of the bit coverage fault model, a sequence that causes the bit (or the condition) affected by f to be set with the opposite value with respect to the one induced by f ; 2. the ATPG activated f, but it has been unable to find a propagation sequence, i.e., a sequence that propagates the effect of f to the primary outputs of the DUV. To distinguish between the previous alternatives, the ATPG observes the effect of each fault on both primary outputs and internal registers, during the simulation of test sequences generated by the random-based and transition-based engines. From this observation, the following well-known definitions derive. According to the previous definitions, if the fault is observed on primary outputs, it is marked as detected and the corresponding test sequence is saved. Otherwise, if the fault is observed only on registers, the fault is marked as to be propagated (TBP). Finally, if the fault is observable neither on primary outputs nor on registers, this is due to the difficulty of finding an activation sequence. Thus, the fault is marked as to be activated (TBA). The current work addresses TBP faults (see Figure 11) ; future works will address the problem of TBA faults. In the following, Section 5. Fig. 12 . Use of the CLP solver for finding propagation sequences.
Propagation sequence generation
The propagation sequence for a TBP fault is generated by providing the ATPG engine with two instances of the CLP-based representation of the DUV. This representation consists of the CLP model of the generated EFSM. The instances are initialized with the EFSM configurations (the faulty and the fault-free ones) that allow the random or the transitionbased engine to observe the fault on at least one register. Note that the two DUV instances, provided to the CLP solver, are exactly equal, but their registers are initialized with different values (the faulty and the fault-free ones). This is the only reason such instances should behave in different ways. In the following, the terms faulty and fault-free are used to distinguish the DUV instances initialized, respectively, with the faulty and the fault-free configuration. Such configurations consist of the values of registers (included the value of the state register) in the faulty and fault-free DUVs at the moment the fault has been observed. As an example, consider the constraints in Figure 13 . They state that, at time T=1, REG has the same value (i.e., 5941) in both the faulty and faultfree DUV instances, but the two EFSMs are in different states (i.e., the fault-free DUV is in state A, while the faulty DUV is in state B). Fig. 13 . How to specify faulty and fault-free configuration for EFSM models.
% Fault free
After the set-up of the faulty and fault-free configurations, the CLP-solver is asked to find a sequence that, starting from such configurations, propagates the effect of the fault towards the primary outputs (see Figure 12 ). Therefore, a constraint is defined that forces the arrays of primary outputs to be different at least in a position as shown in Figure 14 .
˜((OUT1 = OUT1_F) and (OUT2 = OUT2_F)).
Fig. 14. Asking for a propagation sequence.
If the solver finds a solution, it consists of a propagation sequence that can be appended to the activation sequence, previously generated by the random-based or transition-based engine to observe the target fault on the internal registers. The so obtained sequence is very likely a test sequence for the target fault, but this must be definitely proved via simulation (see Figure 11 ). In fact, the propagation sequence is generated by initializing a fault-free instance of the DUV with a faulty configuration, which is not the same as using a real faulty DUV instance directly affected by the fault. However, experimental results showed that in very few cases the propagation sequence generated by the CLP solver according to the proposed strategy, fails to propagate the corresponding fault when it is simulated on the faulty DUV.
Definition of search procedures
Constraints described in the previous subsection are used to set up the problem of finding a propagation sequence as a CLP problem. Then, some search procedures, that exploit search strategies and heuristics, must be defined to force the solver to provide the solution (i.e., the set of values to be assigned to the logic variables for satisfying all the problem's constraints), when it exists. Therefore, a predicate that exploits the search/6 function of the ECLiPSe's IC library have been defined (Figure 15 ). Such a function, whose signature is search (Vars, Arg, Select, Choice, Method, Options) , is a generic search routine which implements different partial search methods. It instantiates the variables Vars by performing a search based on the parameters provided by the user. In our case the search method performs a complete search routine which explores all alternative choices for each variable. The choice method indomain tries to find a solution by analyzing the variable values in increasing order, from the lower value in the variable range to the upper value. The predicate search_func is called on each variable of the DUV. In this way, if a solution exists, the solver provides a value for each variable for each time step, thus generating the required propagation sequence.
search_func(A), search_func(B), search_func(IN1),.. search_func(L):-search(L,0,input_order,indomain,complete,[]).
Managing the CLP complexity
Tools that exhaustively search for a solution of NP-hard problems frequently run out of resources when the state space to be analyzed is too large. The same happens for the CLP solver, when it is asked to find a propagation sequence on large sequential designs. To limit such a problem, heuristics is generally used for pruning the state space. However, this may prevent the solver from finding a solution (even if it exists), if the pruning is too restrictive. Thus, choosing a good heuristics is a very challenging task. In this context, three strategies for managing the complexity of the CLP solver exploited by the fault-oriented engine have been defined. Two of them have been already presented in previous sections; however, for convenience of the reader, we summarize them here:
• The T th element of arrays corresponding to states (and transitions) of the DUV are put in xor each other, to avoid that the solver wastes time to analyze configurations where more than one state variable is concurrently true. This drastically decreases the number of backtracking steps, especially for designs with many states and many registers.
• A constraint on DUV registers is defined to assure that at least one register of the faulty DUV differs from the corresponding register of the fault-free DUV at each time step T>1. On the contrary, the search is immediately stopped, and no solution is reported. Such a constraint avoids situations where the solver spends uselessly efforts, as it cannot lead to the observability on primary outputs if starting from different configurations, the faulty and fault-free DUVs evolve in the same configuration. A further strategy for managing the complexity of the CLP solver, that can be jointly used with the previous ones, consists of asking the solver to find a solution (i.e., a propagation sequence) starting with a small state space, that is incrementally enlarged until a solution is found (or execution time expires). Thus, the state space to be analyzed by the solver is restricted by limiting the range of the DUV PIs, similarly to what has been proposed for limiting the size of binary decision diagrams in the test generation strategy proposed in (Ferrandi et al., 2002a) . At the beginning, the ATPG statically fixes the values of all bits, but two, for each PI. In this way, only two bits can be changed by the CLP solver during the search, independently from the PIs range declared on the HDL description of the DUV. Then, the solver is asked to find a solution. If it fails, the ATPG opportunely increases the number of free bits of PIs. In particular, the ATPG engine searches for the constraints that induce the failure, and it frees the bits of the PIs involved in such constraints. Then, a new search session is launched. Such a process is iterated until a solution is found or execution time expires.
Optimizations exploiting EFSM model features
This section describes some heuristics to reduce the complexity problem for the solver. Two different approaches have been defined to improve the CLP-based ATPG engine by reducing the problem complexity. The first approach is based on the EFSM manipulation as described in Section 5.3.1. A new EFSM is generated for the solver that has to deal with a reduced version. This technique exploits two phases. In the first phase, all the transitions that delete the observability property of the given configuration are removed. Then, all that parts of the EFSM that cannot be traversed are eliminated. This strategy removes all that constraints that are useless and could also avoid the propagation of observability on the primary outputs. In fact the new generated EFSMs are pruned by all that transitions are not needed to model any possible behaviour that can lead to fault observability. Note that the complexity of the proposed algorithm is linear with the number of transitions and that, above all, the number of transition is limited and is not affected by the state explosion problem with the EFSM model. and reg*in1!=1 out1<=reg; reg:=reg*in1; out2<=reg*2; reset=0 and reg=1 and reg*in1!=1 out1<=0; reg:=reg*in1; out2<=reg*2; reset=0 and reg!=1 and reg*in1=1 out1<=reg; reg:=reg*in1; out2<=0; t 10 in2=0 and in1=0 and reset=0 out1<=reg; out2<=reg/2; in2=0 and in1!=0 and reset=0 out1<=1; reg<=in1; Fig. 16 . Non-optimized EFSM example. Then, another method is proposed in Section 5.3.2 to reduce the complexity problem for the solver. The idea is that part of the work performed by the solver to find a sequence could be done earlier, and then invoke the solver on the reduced constraints set. In this case, no constraints are actually removed, but a part of the solution is provided to the solver. In such way, different constraints are already satisfied at beginning, and this is equivalent to reduce the number of constraints. reset=0 and reg=1 and reg*in1=1 out1<=0; reg:=reg*in1; out2<=0; t 8 reset=0 and reg!=1 and reg*in1!=1 out1<=reg; reg:=reg*in1; out2<=reg*2; reset=0 and reg=1 and reg*in1!=1 out1<=0; reg:=reg*in1; out2<=reg*2; reset=0 and reg!=1 and reg*in1=1 out1<=reg; reg:=reg*in1; out2<=0; in2=0 and in1=0 and reset=0 out1<=reg; out2<=reg/2; Fig. 18 . Reduced EFSM.
// let E be an EFSM and let ob_reg be the observed register reduce_efsm (register ob_reg, efsm E) { //retrieve the sets of transitions and states of E T = transitions_set(E); S = states_set(E); for each transition t in T { // delete a transition if the conditions that preclude // observability are matched if (write_on_register(t, ob_reg) and not(read_register(t, ob_reg))) delete_transition(t); } } delete_transition(transition t) { // retrieve the in-going state for transition t state s= in_going_state(t); // to delete a state, it must be different from the state // of the current configuration and there are no other // transitions, except the current one t, going into it if (not(is_configuration_state(s)) and (number_of_ingoing_transitions(s) == 1) delete_state(s); // remove transition t from E t.remove(); }
Removal of useless transitions and of isolated states
Once a fault is observed on the registers, the ATPG saves a configuration. A configuration is composed by the state register and all the other registers of the design. Then, faulty and fault free configurations can be distinguished on the current state or on some registers value. Consider, for example, the EFSM represented in Figure 16 and that a particular fault f is observed on register reg. In faulty configuration reg is 0 and the EFSM in state A, and in the fault free configuration reg is 2 and state is always A. Then, if transition t 3 is traversed, a new value would be assigned to the register reg, losing the possibility of propagate the faulty configuration to the primary outputs. In fact, if the update function of transition t 3 is executed, then the faulty and fault free configuration would be equivalent. Therefore, an algorithm has been defined to automatically prune this kind of transition from the EFSM model that is given in input to solver to generate a sequence. The algorithm is presented in Figure 17 . The algorithm uses the information collected during the learning phase to identify the transitions that cannot propagate a difference in the configuration and eliminates them. Once the EFSM has been pruned from all the transitions that prevent the observability of registers configuration on primary outputs, some parts of the EFSM can remain isolated. Given the configuration state s, it is possible to be in a self-pointing state. This mean that there is no transitions outgoing from that state, but at most only transition in-going in s. Thus, the states of the EFSM that cannot be reached from the initial configuration are removed as they represent only constraints that cannot be satisfied. Figure 19 describes the algorithm that has been defined, to remove all the parts of the EFSM that are not reachable from the current configuration state. Let's consider the example in Figure 18 and say that configuration state is B. Then, starting form B, it is not possible to generate a sequence to reach state C. Therefore state C and all its out-going transition can be removed. The EFSM after the application of the optimization algorithm is depicted in Figure 20(a) . Then, the Figure 20 (b) presents the EFSM generated after optimization starting from state C. 
Pruning based on paths
The CLP solver tries to find a propagation sequence starting from the configuration that activates the fault. Such effort can be reduced if the solver is provided with a hint about the paths that are more profitable to be traversed. In this case, no constraints are actually removed from the CLP-based representation of the EFSM, but we provide the solver with part of the solution, thus reducing the number of satisfiable constraints. Before invoking the solver to generate the propagation sequence, the ATPG applies an algorithm that searches for paths connecting the fault-free EFSM configuration with a state where at least one of update functions of its out-going transitions writes on the primary outputs. In fact, if a path allows updating the primary outputs, it is probable that the register value of the faulty configuration would be propagated on such outputs too. Then, all constraints related to the transition that are not involved in the generated paths are removed. These paths are generated such that they include transitions which allow the propagation of the values of registers involved in the faulty configuration towards the primary outputs. These transitions are identified and marked by learning phases performed during the EFSM generation and the subsequent removal of useless transitions. In particular, for every transition t marked as useful, a path is generated from the current configuration state to the out-going state of transition t. The solver would try to check if the constraints are satisfiable and it would find a solution. If either it is not able to find a propagation sequence within a given timeout, or it returns that the problem is non satisfiable, a different path is generated and passed to the solver as initial configuration. Future works are related to associate a weight to each transition to generate paths maximizing the total weight of the involved transitions. Possible ideas for weighting transitions are: preferring transitions leading to a state, whose out-going transitions update the primary outputs, or transitions whose update functions use a large number of faulty registers, or transitions whose enabling functions consist of small conditions.
Experimental results
The CLP-based techniques for generating test sequences and propagation sequences has been applied to the benchmarks described in Table 1 , where columns report the number of www.intechopen.com primary inputs (PIs), primary outputs (POs), flip-flops (FFs) and gates (Gates). Column Trns. shows the number of transitions of the EFSM modelling the DUV and GT (sec.) the time required to automatically generate the EFSM. Then, column BC reports the number of bit-coverage faults injected into the designs to check the fault coverage. Such benchmarks have been selected because they present different characteristics which allow analyzing and confirming the effectiveness of the proposed approach. b04, b10 have been selected from the well known ITC-99 benchmarks suite (ITC, 1999) . b11m is a modified version of b11, included in the same suite, created by introducing a delay on some paths to make it harder to be traversed. The HDL descriptions of b04, b10 and b11m contain a high number of nested conditions on signals and registers of different size. b00, b00z and fr contain conditional statements where one branch has probability 1-(1/(2 -32 )) of being satisfied, while the other has probability 1/(2 -32 ). Thus, they are very hard to be tested by a random ATPG. In particular, b00 and b00z are internal benchmarks, while fr is a real industrial case, i.e., it is a module of a face recognition system.
DUV
Test sequence generation
The effectiveness of the CLP-based transition oriented ATPG has been evaluated by comparing to a genetic algorithm-based high-level ATPG (Fin & Fummi, 2003a) , which outperforms pure random-based ATPGs but it is not aware about the EFSM structure, and with a pseudo-deterministic ATPG, which uses only the random-walk mode to traverse the DUV state space. Stopping criterion is defined in term of the number and length of the generated test sequences. Table 2 reports the transition coverage (TC%), the statement coverage (SC%), the fault coverage (FC%), and the test generation time (T (sec.)), by using respectively the genetic algorithm-based ATPG (GA-ATPG), the pseudo-deterministic ATPG (RW-ATPG), and the proposed ATPG (RW+BJ-ATPG). It can be observed that RW+BJ-ATPG outperforms both the GA-ATPG and the RW-ATPG. The very low transition coverage achieved by the GA-ATPG for some benchmarks is due to the presence of transitions out-going from the initial states, whose enabling functions have an infinitesimal probability of being traversed by randomly fixing the values of primary inputs. Such a problem is partially solved by the RW-ATPG which is aware about the enabling functions of the EFSM, and definitely solved by the backjumping-based RW+BJ-ATPG that reaches 100% transition and statement coverage for all benchmarks. Then, also the achieved fault coverage for all benchmarks is sensibly increased.
Propagation sequence generation
The efficiency of the CLP-based fault oriented ATPG for propagation sequence generation has been evaluated by applying the testing flow of Figure 1 . Table 3 . Experimental results of fault-oriented ATPG.
GA-ATPG
Columns RW+BJ-ATPG of Table 3 report results achieved by applying transition-oriented ATPG of the incremental test generation flow of Figure 1 . In particular, these columns show the achieved fault coverage (FC%), the number of faults observed but not detected (TBP), the number of faults not activated (TBA), the average length of the generated test sequences (SL) and the test generation time (T (sec.)). Then, the CLP-based fault-oriented engine has been applied to find propagation sequences for TBP faults. Columns Prop. and T (sec.), below CLP, reports, respectively, the number of TBP faults for which the CLP-based engine was able to generate a propagation sequence, and the corresponding execution time.
The column CLP pure reports the results achieved by using the CLP-based engine without applying the strategies described in Section 5.2.3 for managing the CLP complexity. In this case, all TBP faults were aborted, since the CLP solver always run out of resources. This highlights the effectiveness of the strategies proposed for managing the CLP complexity. Finally, the last three columns of the table report, respectively, the total fault coverage (FC%), the average length of test sequences (SL) and the total generation time T (sec.) obtained by adopting all steps of the incremental testing flow shown in Figure 1 . Results show that the fault-oriented engine increased the fault coverage for all benchmarks without requiring long computation time. No fault has been aborted (i.e., the engine never run out of resources), even if some TBP faults remained untested, because no propagation sequence was found. The analysis of TBP faults not propagated highlighted the fact that many configurations allow TBP faults to be observed on internal registers (i.e., there exist many activation sequences), but very few of them allow TBP faults to be propagated. Moreover, such few configurations are difficult to be generated by using the transitionoriented ATPG, since they are not fault-oriented. To solve such a problem, in the future, the www.intechopen.com
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CLP-based fault-oriented engine will be extended for the generation of activation sequences too. The effectiveness of the optimization strategies, proposed in Section 5.3, are summarized in Table 4 . This methodology has been applied also to another benchmark, Prawn, that is a RISC processor with the instruction set having been enhanced to include interrupt handling and conditional branches. Columns St. and T. report, respectively, the number of states and transitions of the corresponding EFSMs. Column TBP shows the number of faults to be propagated which have been activated by using the RW+BJ-ATPG. Column TOut s. shows the timeout provided to the CLP solver for finding a propagation sequence. Columns PSEQ, Abort and Time s. under No optimization shows, respectively, the number of propagation sequences generated by the CLP solver, the number of faults aborted (i.e., the number of faults for which the solver was unable to provide a response, either positive or negative), and the total time required for generating the CLP constraints to model the EFSM and running the search. The same parameters have been computed after applying the optimization techniques presented in Section 5.3 (Optimized column). Experimental results show that the proposed optimization techniques sensibly improve the effectiveness of the solver in searching for propagation sequences. The improvement is particularly evident in the case of Prawn, whose EFSM is very large. Without optimizations the solver always aborted, while after optimizations were applied, it succeeded in generating propagation sequences for all the TBP faults. Moreover, it can be observed that the sequence generation time was sensibly decreased, for all benchmarks, but b04. In the case of b04, optimizations did not provide benefits, since its EFSM is composed of very few states that cannot be further reduced by applying the proposed optimizations. Table 4 . Experimental results of fault-oriented ATPG with optimization.
No
Conclusions
This work defines a functional ATPG framework that exploits a particular kind of EFSM which has been theoretically showed to allow a more uniform traversing of the DUV state space. Determinism is obtained by interfacing with CLP solver that adopts formal methods to solve the conditions of the enabling functions. The effectiveness of the proposed ATPG compared with a genetic-based ATPG is evident. It greatly benefits from the fact that, by using the EFSM model, all conditional statements included in the DUV are under its control. The adoption of the EFSM model joint to the learning/random-walk/backjumping-based mechanisms allows to accurately addressing hard-to-traverse transitions. Then the fault-oriented engine has been proposed together with. This is the first work addressing the problems of entirely modelling an EFSM by means of CLP, and generating functional test patterns by combining the use of EFSM and
